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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. This particular article is about the Asteroid Fly-By and I felt that it was important to bring
the spiritual perspective into this.
First I want to go just physically with the grazing of a planet by a large object and how we look at
that in terms of what it will do to communications on the planet.
Well the communications have been getting a little bit shaky, wobbly, I want to say, somewhat
misunderstood. People who normally speak louder might be speaking more softly and vice versa.

So we are seeing already communications being affected by this about a week and a half before
and I consider it to last another week and a half after.
Given objects that you’ve put up above your atmosphere, and you know you have communications,
but you also have things there that do all kinds of other functions and those functions I anticipate
will be somewhat disrupted. They already are as things are being moved in anticipation of the
exact location and what not.
I also would say certain maybe countries or certain individuals are thinking “Well, this is a time
when satellites aren’t watching us, it’s a good time to try something we are not supposed to try.”
That kind of thing. So there’s all that kind of under the black water or under the cover of Mars and
what not that is sort of brewing.
It’s a very good time for lightworkers to keep in mind that what you do want is a very peaceful
state of consciousness and that you are choosing to have Oneness with Humanity in harmony and
good will, excellent health, etc.
Now when we look at it from an aura standpoint, it would be as though someone was throwing a
ball towards you and you realize you can’t quite catch it but you know it’s coming at you. The same
sense of reflexes go up energetically, just sort of catch it or deflect it or move about. That is
affecting the planet, it’s affecting all of Humanity and all of the other kingdoms so even the animals
are aware “Oh there is an object coming and am I going to duck or dodge or catch it or deflect it or
what not”.
So this brings up the instinctual nature of self-preservation. On the positive side of that, you can
certainly use it as a good time to drink more water, maybe take more minerals, get some extra
sleep, polish up your masterful communications and what not.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
Djwhal Khul
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